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                             Takoma Academy vs King’s Christian 
 
           Ahh…. The first road game of the 2018 season….  It seems like the Tigers have 

had their best games on unfamiliar turf in recent seasons and games. Of course there 

was the half-field game-winner by Henderson at Southern Maryland a couple years back 

or the comeback of the ages at Riverdale last year. All though that game at Riverdale did 

end in a draw, it was still a amazing game. After the win against Grace Christian, the 

Tigers would face another test against a team that was highly respected in the MISAL 

league. This had high implications of being a pretty good game, mainly because of the 

relationship between the soccer gods and Takoma road games. 

 

                                                         First Half 
      As each team was warming up you could see pure determination on the Tigers’ faces, 

trying to get a good start in 2018 and trying to work on being undefeated. The King’s 

Christian warmups, for some reason, resembled the Premier League team Chelsea, 

especially with the blue jerseys. The game was underway and Darwin Rodriguez, a star 

midfielder kept the pace with passing and ball control. For a while, King’s Christian was 

trying to find a rhythm offensively. A choice by Coach Brown was very uncharacteristic. 

He actually started a woodby freshman player. It was Kalen. To our surprise, he opened 

the scoring with a goal. Yes, it was Kalen, who was maybe the smallest player on the 

team, converting on a volley. It was 1-0 Tigers. You would think Takoma was going to 

have pure control of the game and walk away with the win, but that wasn’t the case in 

this game. When King’s Christian was down the field in transition, the TA defense 

showed bad examples of clearing the ball out of the goalie box, allowing the King’s 

Christian attackers to penetrate and get touches inside the goalie box. As a result, King’s 



Christian had tied the game at 1. This was not the kind of game the Tigers wanted to play. 

They had now given Kings Christian momentum and turned this into a competitive game. 

A little rattled, the Tigers seemed discombobulated on defense behind young players 

like Julius Mitchell and Nathan Castro. On the offensive side, Stefan Laurry continued his 

woeful shooting ways and Dejuan joined the act, continuing to miss opportunities. It had 

been a great season so far for Stefan as far as getting opportunities, but a awful season 

pertaining to converting those opportunities. It was about time for Stefan Laurry to right 

the ship and he did, scoring a tap-in goal to put TA in the lead at 2-1. Alright. Now it was 

TA’s  game to win…. Right? King’s Christian thought otherwise, as the Tigers defense 

continued to have problems inside the goalie box. And even Bradley, the team’s 

defensive leader could not step up and take over on defense. King’s Christian knew they 

could not afford to miss opportunities, and when this opportunity was given, they 

capitalized. Their attackers scored another goal and tied it up once again at 2. Coach 

Brown screamed in disappointment: “We don’t want to play”! This game was the 

complete of what Takoma expected and near the end of the half it was anyone’s game. 

Takoma was in a dog fight. 

                                                     Second  Half 

              After Coach Brown’s emphatic prep talk, you would think the Tigers would 

come out with fire and regain control of the game, but that is exactly what the Tigers did 

not do. Takoma simply came out flat and King’s Christian came out with a bunch of 

confidence. Just as the 2nd half started, the King’s Christian attackers blazed past the 

defense and put another goal past Darren Caleb, who had had a day that was slightly 

under par, giving up goals for the first time in the season. For the first time of 2018 Ta 

was down 3-2, and there was a huge swing in momentum. Takoma became rattled and 

started pressing. They were not aware of where the ball was on the field and the leaders 

of the team were making inaccurate passes. More and more pressure lied on the Takoma 

defense to keep the team in the game and prepare the way for Darwin and Henderson. 

The defense was desperate for a turnover in possession to try to stop the Christian 

attack, but instead they hammered a King’s Christian attacker and conceded a penalty 



kick. The Tigers were in the midst of going down by two as the Christian penalty kicker 

was ready to score. Helpless Darren Caleb was no match for a easy shot for King’s 

Christian. The penalty kicker spun the ball into the net and it was a whomping 4-2 lead 

for King’s Christian. Wow. At this point, this was the most adversity Takoma had faced 

this early in the year. They somehow had to gather themselves if they did not want their 

undefeated aspirations spoiled. In past games we have seen only two guys spark this 

team and those are the Rodriguez brothers. So who would Takoma look to to bring them 

back? Darwin and Henderson. To spark TA, Darwin awakened the Rodriguez connection, 

and started the comeback with a great lob pass to Henderson for a goal. This was huge 

for spirit of the team as it was now 4-3, with tons of time left. The effect of the lob pass 

creates a reaction from defenders to go for the ball, but if not done with caution it can 

turn into a foul. That was the tactic Darwin used on another lob pass to Henderson. 

Henderson drew the penalty and the stage was set for Darwin to tie the game. It was 

almost amazing that the Tigers were in a position to tie the game, considering the hole 

they had put themselves in. And he did it! TA had completed one of the greatest 

comebacks in history ( Riverdale in 2017). The Darwin and Henderson connection had 

come through again! Now the momentum had shifted once again and Kings Christian 

was stunned! They had blown their best chance to beat a championship team, and TA 

had regained confidence. They kept their foot on the gas as the defense melted down 

for Kings Christian. On a free kick, Darwin scored again from range, as the ball floated 

into the net! This was purely ridiculous. Tell me how you let a 30 ft lofting ball float into 

the net. I’m pretty sure Darwin was trying to set up his teammates on that particular free 

kick. Darwin had unleashed hell as Ray Hudson once said. Takoma is never out of a 

game as long as they have Darwin and Henderson, as it was now 5-4 Takoma. To put the 

cherry on top, the impeccable rookie scored his second goal of the game- Yes, Kalen. 

Now TA could now ride of into the sunset up 6-4. Kings Christian had no answer, as they 

had been stunned and dismantled. Through adversity, the Tigers had shown 

championship-level grit, and they took the win. 

 


